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In the Summer of 2018, the Band HANNE KAH was in the
process of writing and producing their upcoming album
when the news came in that a 15-year-old Swedish girl was
not going to school, in protest of her future on this planet.
What a statement! What a character!

At the time, no one would have thought about the dynamic that would be triggered, but the power of the campaign inspired the band and the first lyrics were penned
shortly afterwards. Thereafter the symbolic connection to
“Greta”was created and brought this wonderful song to
life, meant not only as an homage to the campaign, but

also as a portrayal of the band’s philosophy. Since the beginning, the four musicians have been dedicated ambassadors for a special outlook on the world. They recognize
current topics and are aware of their challenges. Yet their
songs do not weigh you down, but show in a unique way,
how the Zeitgeist can be understood across generations.

HIER REINHÖREN:
Courageous but confident and in their own timbre, which
has never been heard like this before in a German band.
Their relevance being confirmed by numerous invitations
of well-known, international festivals. HANNE KAH with
their genre of “outlaw music” certainly are inimitable in
the German music scene. But they do know how to bridge the gap to mainstream music. HANNE KAH were able
to translate their passion for the topic into music and are
now conveying the message further. And maybe that is
what we all need in our everyday lives. Finding and following impulses in the news or in music, to then doing
what really matters. Like “Greta”.
Feel free to listen to the song and experience excitement
and motivation with HANNE KAH. The band decided to
direct a percentage of the proceeds toward Greta’s campaign and is currently in contact with the people responsible in Sweden. The band is also happy to take part in
events, talks, interviews etc. and take a stand on the topic as they will continue to support the movement.
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